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STATE ESTIMATION IN POw~R NETWORKS I

A literature surve~

A.J.M. van Overbeek

,...".< '\ 6 ", ,', ;'.j.. i.' '" "I t .• ~,' ,{.. "~{} <J CJ If

ABSTRACT.

This report gives the results of a literature study on state

estimation methods in power networks. First the steady state

analys power networks is treated. From this analysis the

state variables are defined: all complex bus voltages. It is

poi.nted out that this state definition is different from the

one used in control theory. In presentation of the methods

a distinction is made b~tween estimators for the state at time

point ~only using the measurements obtained at ~and estima-

tors that also use a priori knowledge about the state. All me

thods proposed for or in actual use belong to the latter category.

These methods can be thought as consisting of three families.

The first two families are directly applying es~imatlon theory,

while the third one makes use of the physical properties of a

power network. Finally one representative of each family is

presented has promising outlooks for further comparison.

The actual comparison and results are subjects of following

papers.

This work has been done as partiLl fullfillment of the require
ments for the Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering at the
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

1.1. The task of a Eower system.

When we talk about an electric power system, or power sys

tem for short, we mean the whole complex of plants, installations,

and apparatus necessary to produce, transport and distribute the

demanded electric energy to all customers. The task of such a

power sytem can be formulated as follows:

An electric power system must supply the varying active
and reactive power demanded by consumers with satisfac
tory continuity and quality of service at a minimum price.

How do three elements in this definition, supply, varying

demand and quality, look like in reality?

The electricity is produced in generators driven by tur

bines.These can either be steam-, water-, or gasturbines.

The majority of the turbines in the world are steamturbines.

400 to 600 MW is a normal capacity for a modern generator driven

by a steamturbine. Heat sources for producing the necesarry

steam can be coal, gas,oil or a nuclear reactor. To distinguish

steam plants from hydro power plants they are also called thermal

power plants. Gasturbines have a much smaller capacity and are

used for fast stand-by and peak loads.

Plants will be located on sites With, for thermal plants,

sufficient coOling water available or with favorable terrain

conditions for hydro power plants. Usually these places differ

from the ones where the load is concentrated: cities, indus

trial areas. Therefore it is necessary to transport large quan

tities of electric energy from the production to the consumption

centers. There weill have to distribute these large quantities

to all individual customers. The means in use to do this are

the transmission and distribution networks consisting of caloles,

air l.ines, switching centers and transformers. These networks

operate at several. hierachical voltage levels. The transmission

network, taking care of the bulk transports F has the highest

level. This voltage level is 400 to 800 kV{:) for the AC sys

tems of today. In some cases Hic:.rh Voltage DC (HVDe) is used for

bulk transportation.
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load variation, second element in our formulation,

can a factor two or more: the maximum load occurring

during the early morning hours is about twice as large as the

during night. course this dependent on

the time year and the geographical location. A power system

have icient production and transportation capacity to

meet maximum demand.

An annoying thing is that is almost no way to store

energy in the system. The demand to be met instataneously.

When the demand is varying the productiam must follow these

variations. The largest variation takes place in the morning

when within a few hours the demand goes from minimum to maximum.

The system must be able to follow rise while maintaining

the required qual , the third element our definition.

This quality has to do with the frequency in the system

and the voltage level and form at the customers. The frequen-

cy is maintained within very close limits: + 0.01 Hz (60 ~

0.01 Hz for e.g. USA,Canada), while the voltage level is allo

wed to have larger variations: up to 10 %.

1.2. Reasons for state estimation.

The last element in our definition says that all of this

has to be done at a minimum cost. Certain production units will

be cheaper than others, certain will have higher losses

than others. All of this has to be taken into account when de-

ciding which part of the load is going to produced where.

This is the problem of load dispatch.

Now wei first make a little excursion into the field of

calculations. When we look on a timescale of minutes the demand

is varying very slowly. For calculation purposes it is possible

to assume that the network is in steady state. By doingso we

disregard example the energy that is stored in the genera-

tors as rotating and magnetic energy.

From here on we will mainly be concerned with the trans

mission network. The terms network and system are used inter

changeably. The power plants are just sources of active and
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reactive power and the load lumped into loads concentrated

at the switching centers.

Steady state analysis is in calculations for security

~"~~'~~'os: e.g. how far is this line from its load limit? what

will happen with this line when an other one goes out of servi

ce ?, and in calculations concerning load dispatch.

In the 50's, with the advent the computer, a number

of algorithms for off line use were developed to solve the so

cal load flow problem: how much energy is flowing in each

line given demand and this production schedule. With this

problem solved one can calculate e~g. line losses necessary

solving economic load dispatch problems. But let us go back

to the reasons state estimation.

Since the st century we have seen a doubling of the total

demand every ten years. s has lead to ever increasing sizes

of production units and to larger transmission networks opera

ting at higher voltages and superimposed on the old ones. The

whole system is getting more and more complex. It is of increa

sing importance to know the situation in the system at this mo

ment for security reasons, dispatch purposes and local power

plant control strategies~

The first steps to obtain this goal, the knowledge of the

present situation or state the system,were made by incorpo-

rating real time measurements in existing load flow algorithms.

This proved to be unreliable, mainly because just as many mea

surements with their inherent uncertainties were used as there

were state variables to detepmine. So one turned to other methods

using more measurements to diminish the uncertainty in the know-

ledge the state of the system.

The remainder of this report will be concerned with these

last methods: state estimation methods. There are but a few

state estimation methods tested in actual on line operation
:K116,20;). Three stages are suggested in the on line application

of an estimation algortihm or estimator. 1) use the estimator

to obtain a reliable data base. 2) use this base for on line

x
) See chapter 6: References.
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security monitoring. 3) use this

All reported applications are in

1.3. Outline of this reEort~

for on control.

This report gives a review of proposed methods as I

found them in the analysis of power sys-

tem in steady state including the load problem is the sub-

ject of chapter 2. As a resu this analysis the state vari-

ables are defined. Before the tation of the methods in

chapter 4 a few general formula's 1 be derived from genera-

lized least squares estimation theory in chapter 3. Both in

chapter 3 4 a distinction made between methods using on-

ly the informa from the measurements and methods using a

priori The methods presented in chapter 4 can also

be families. The first two families apply>

estimation directly. The first one uses batch processing

of measurements, while the second one uses sequential measure

ment processing. In the third family use is made of the almost

linear relation between the complex voltage difference across

a line and power flow in that line. In chapter 5 ?ne repre-

sentative of each family is presented that looks promising for

further comparison.
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2. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS IN POWER SYSTEMS.

2.1. The network model.

power net"'lork it is

currents are symmetric.

1 ofTo obtain a mathematical

assumed that all three phase

As a consequence of s assumntion we only to consider

single phase values. That is why we can use the same model as

in network theory consi of connected by branches.

In our model we have one ground node. All other nodes can

be identified with buses in the real network. A branch between

two nodes corresponds to the line(s) and/or cable(s) between the

two corresponding buses. a branch is modelled by a IT-sec-

tion (F • 2.1).

Pab ~b Pba %a Zab series impedance

Zab 1:,a bb: shunt admittances
A:+ lb node voltages

l.b \b lba : line currents

P lb . active line flowsab a'

~b%a : reactive line flows

Fig. 2.1: Branch in network model.

tance {Rati
G ';Baa + J aa

The series impedance =: R
ab

+ j~b consists of conductor res

inductance (Xab > 0). shunt admittances,

and bb -= 'bb + j lbb are lumped from the distributed

between line and ground. Usually these admittances are

purely capac (G
aa

:= %b := 0 and :> 0 f :> 0). For air

lines these shunt admittances·are about a factor 102 smaller

than the series admittance (l/Zab)' 'P. consequence of our assump

tions is that all results will have per phase values. The element

values for the branches must be s phase.

The variables we are interested in are summar in table

2.1. The load flow problem is in next section because

it is both an example of state analysis it gives a

good introduction to the choice state vari We want to

determine a the variables of of 2.1 given a cer-

tain load and generation tern.
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At bus (node):

v ':
C :

Voltage magnitude Complex voltage:
Voltage angle

generated power
Reactive generated power
Real power demand
Reactive power demand

For each line (branch):

\b :lba :
Pb~P. :,.fi. a .
'il.b a'

Complex line current from A to B (B to A) at
node A(E)

line flow from A to B (B to A) at node A(B)
Reactive line flow from A to B (B to A) at
node A(B}

Table 2.1: The variables of interest.

For each node we have real equations: the active and

reactive power balance. However, we have s variables: V,o,P ,g
~ 'Pd '%. At each bus we have to specify them to solve
our problem.

Let us first look to variables tab~e 2.1 in more de-

tail. When we know I voltages is sible to compute

all line currents and flows. An addition a fixed amount to

each 0 does not change the solution. It is just a rotation of

our chosen coordinates. So werll have to choose at least one 0

as reference. When we look to the problem from an operations

point view we can say that and % are always given. Pg
and ~ can influenced by turbine and excitation regulation
respectively.

2.2. The load flow problem •.

In the actual solution of the load flow problem the deman

ded and generated at a bus are lumped together into the so called

bus power: Sa"'" Pa + jOa I where Pa =, Pg - Pd and ~ == ~ - %. Now
wefll have to choose two of four variables to solve our problem.

For physical reasons (see e.g. /1/) P is mostly dependent on d
a

and ~on V. Therefore we choose only one variable out of the

group Pa ,0 and one out of ~ , V. This gives four possibilities,

corresponding to the following bus types:

Type 1: Pa ~given. The solution gives V and o.
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a load 1 buses with no generation (Pa = -Pd '

category.

solution gives ~ and O.

For most generators the reactive

the automatic voltage control.

solution gives Pa and ~ .

. P and Qhave to cover the line. a a

beforehand. Therefore this bus

belong to

V given.

is a

is

Type 3: V 0 given.

This our reference

losses. These are

is so called slack or bus.

Type 4: ~ and 0 given. The ion give Pa and V.

This is an angle It can used together

with a type 2 bus as an to a type 3 bus.

In most problems there are 2 buses with one type 3

bus as ,reference bus. The actual non linear equations are sol-

ved for the voltages (V and 0) means of some method,

e~g~ Newton-Raphson or Gauss- 1 /1,2/.
From this example we see with the all node

voltages we can compute the power flow network.

From the node voltages we can the line currents and

line flows. With all line flows known we can ca the net

power injected at each bus, the

balance equation.

power, by using power

2.3. Choice of state variables.

The state of a power system can defined as:

the minimum set of variables necesarry to compute all
the other of interest the network, given
the network structure, "network parameters and load
characteri

From the previous section it will be clear that the node

voltages form such a set. So for a network with N buses we have

2M - 1 state variables; the N voltage magnitudes V and the N - 1

s 5. Weill to define one voltage angle as reference

(see previous section). An alternative way to represent the com

voltages is in rectangular coordinates: U = e + jf.

As state variables we then have the N e's and N - 1 f's.

When we drop the minimum in the definition it is possible to
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form a different set of state variables: all complex line vol

tages plus at least one node voltage as reference to establish

the vo level in the system. This is of interest for one

of HIe methods to be presented. But in the remainder of this

paper we will stay with our set of nodal voltages.

One thing that should be stressed here, is that at. the basis

of this state definition lies our steady state assumption.

This state does not give sufficient information to compute future

stat.as when system dylJ.amics are involved. All the estimators

to be presented want to estimate the above defined steady state.

When they are following this slowly changing state in time they

are sometimes called dynamic estimators or even dynamic static

state estimators. This can be very confusi.ng. A better word

is maybe a tracking estimator: it keeps track of the slowly

changing steady state.
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3. GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARES ESTI}~TION THEORY.

In a few 1 formula's, or better said

apprO~:1ITta~~vu~? will derived from generalized

/6/. These formula's will be used in the

Lrst

least

next

methods.
the

we on f

different estimation

some definitions.

dimension rn.

dimension n.
) ,dimension n.

measurements (real),vector

state vector ( Ii

·estimated state vector or as

transpose of a vector or matrix.

Table 3.1: Some tiona.

from our measurement

3.2. E'stimationfseneE,al..

The basis of estimation

X ::: 9 (.!) + e
The values we

measurement equation:
(3-1)

won't

exact. This is error

tionship between the exact or true va

vector e. The

of measurements and

state vector x is in

In estimation we want to

a non linear vector tion g.

an estimate ~ from our m noisy

measurements which is in some sense. We can tinguish

two kinds of estimates: estimates based on ~ and estimates based

on L and a iori knowledge the estimate: x. will be shown

that the is a special case the former.

3.3.

Here tl in some sense lf is defined as: ~ is that value of

x which sea criterion or loss function J.

J = {X - g(~)}TW{l - g(~)} (3-2)

Note x not the actual state but the variabel with respect

to which J has to be minimized given l and the function g.

W 3-2 is a m x m weiahting matr A large value of w: . means
~ ~1

that we have much confidence in the value of the i-th measure-

ment. In section 3~S. statistical interpretations of this

weighting matrix will be treated. Putting the off diagonal ele-
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ments to zero means we assume no cross coupl

(3-3)

J as a

with respect to
to

Jminimum value

) ==

1 to O.

L - 9 <.~)} :::: 0
aJ :=
oX:

with G

the measurements. It is

error.

x will

G(X ) is a m x n rna : the Jacobian.
-0

When we e equation 3-3 around a point x we'll get:
-0

cf{2f
o

rw{y - 9

In 3-4 9 (~)

expansion

- G(x }{x - x l}= 0 (3-4}
-0 - -0

approximated by its first order Taylor

This gives a first order approximation of
our esbimate

3.4. Estimates on y and x.

(3-7)

(3-6)

IG(x)
_I - f----
l I

function:

- x}TW {i - x}
- 2 - -

as W in section 3.3. With the

the confidence we have in

s problem can be brought back to

by considering the a priori

-measurements. We can define:

If we have ~, an a priori value for our estimate, we can in-

corporate this our criterion

J = {X - g(~)}TWl{L - 9 } +

W is the same weighting
1

weighting matrix W2 we can

our a priori estimate ~.

the problem of the previous

value of our estimate as

gives:

(3-8)
) }
})+ w {i 

2 -

}the expression

)W fI. - 9

adding and subtracting

last of brackets

Substitution of these

:$t =x + (c1( x ) W G (x ) + W )-
- -0 -0 1 -0 2
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<t(x )W {v - g(x )} + W {x - x
-0 1" -0 2 - -0

= ~(X }W {G(X ){x X} + v - ~ } - G
-0 1 -0 - -0 L

+-

= (Gr{X )W G{X ) + W I
-0 1 -0 2}

x } +
-0

+. \\1 {;; - x. } =
2 -0

X )W {v - q(X ) -
1 "'- --0

- G ) {X - X 1
- -0 J

(3-9)

(x ) + w )-ld(x )W {v - g(_X } -
-0 2 -0 1..... 0

- G ){X - x }}
- -0

Substitution of

1

9 in 3-8 the result:

(3-10)

- 9 (x ) -
-0

){x - x }}
- -0

+ W_1)_1 {:t,
1

- G(

_l-T _1
+ W G-(x )(G(x)W

2 -0 -0 2

Because 10 is ived as a special case of 3-5 we obtain the

term v - g(x ) - G(x ) {_x - x }. term can be seen as a first
.. -0 -0 -0_

order approximation y - g(~). The matrix to be inverted,

W G + , has d n x n. For some applications it is
1

useful to 3-10 a form which involves the inversion of

a m x m matrix, example when we want to use this formula for

processing single measurements (m = 1). This can be done by

applying matrix ion

3.5. Statistical interpretations, relations with filter.theo~.

the of tormula's 5,3-10 and 11 we didn't

make any assumptions concerning

section want,s to some

of the process.

if we do know

E is

where G

someth:l.ng about the statistics of our

If we know t the error e is a zero mean

covariance R then it is possible to determine

estimation error Pjt= Et:£! - - lOT}.
tion operator. In the-linear case g{~) =
stant matrix. Then formula 5 becomes:

rand!om vector with

covariance of

expecta

a con-

! ::: (etWG)-lclWI.
Then P* is:

12)
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(3-14)

(3-13)

to:

of

uncertainty of a

wei we place

shown that this choice gives the

1 linear unbiased

ln

It can

R

error in the

means

If W is chosen to

p ~ == (GI' R- 1G) - 1

1

measurement {large e~C"'CH

on the measurement.

minimum mean

The choice W :=:

In R will agonal terms. Voltage and

power measurements the same voltage transformer or

same example. For calculation

W is in most cases assumed to be diagonal. Equation

3-13 tel us something about quality of the estimate in that

case.

(3-15)

For

By
a

verse

extended

case equation 10 is:

)_lJ'W {y G!}
1

_1
and W - , Where P- is the covariance

2 { - e...... T}error E {~ - ~}{ x -~} , the in-

7 is equal to the covariance of the

error. Then it follows from 3-14 and 3-7

( 16)

This can also be written as:
== p- - p-J (GP-<! + R) - 1

X . X X J- - -
(3-l7 )

second order

for the linear case.

t

are completely

moments, the minimum

Iihood estimate.

is independent

contains the new infor-,

ltering theory /3,4,5/.

non linear case see /4,6/.

Till here we have only

moments. When we assume Gaussian

specified by their first and second

mean square estimate is maximum

In that case the ~uantity y - in

from x. This quantity, the innovat

mation about the estimate.

The results in this section were

They can also be derived from
- For co~responding results in
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4. STATE ESTIMATION ~1ETHODS IN POWER NETWORKS.

4.1. Introduction.

+ e.

we form

available at

y "" 9
measure

is the vector

? t - How

7, -what

measurement

qUleEn:JLOlllS as: -what

The measurements will

th

x W ?

are

in or

By means

about

in

ments are available
function g ?,

our weighting

te in time. \: we will have a new measurement

vector ~k = (\). We can divide the estimation methods in two

classes. C 1, treated in section 4.3., consists of methods

the estimate ~ of state at \is only based on Yk:
measurements at \. • the :methods of class 2, the

4.4., so some form of a priori knowledge

is taken into account. Most of the methods

for practical applications belong to class 2.

it is easier to explain some of the

proposed methods. In the following table some

fined which 11 be used in the formula's of

We start again

'I'he next s

chapter.

k
i:
j:

argument.
iteration counter for iterative methods.
measurement counter: y. is the j-th measurement of
the vector ~. J

Table 4.1: Subscripts.

4.2. The measurement equation.

The following measurements are in power networks:

type measurement

1 voltage magnitUde at a
2 line current tude at a
3 active line flow at a
4 reactive line flow at a
5 net injected active
6 net injected reactive

Table 4.2: Heasurements in

The measurements of type 5

the load flow problem
6 can be cons

2.

as a heritage

can be con-
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sidered as composite measurements. net

a bus is the sum all line flo~NS 4

ected power at

mea-

surements are telemetered to

are further not

center where they

ral1SDlis-

sion capacity avai it poss to line flow

measurements into inj measurements.

The explicit neces to compute g(~} and
G(x) are given in appendix both the rectangular and the- .

polar representation of the state vector. Before an estimation

algorithm can use these relationships it must know the topolo

gy the network and all the element values given in fig •. 2.1
for all

( 4-1)lv.
J J

coe cient ~ represents

converters, transmission

One thing must be stressed is that the matrix G will
be extremely When there are N buses and m measurements
G wi have dimension m x (2N - I). N can be of the order of

50 or more whi m usually is 1.2 to 1.5 larger as the

number state les. The quotient number of measurementsl

number of state variables is the redundancy of the measurement

It should be larger than one, otherwise it does not

make much sense to apply estimation methods (see chapter 1).

It to understand why G so sparse. For type 1

measurements only the two e have to do with the

at that bus are not equal to zero. For. the measurements

of type 2,3, and 4 only the e that have to do with

voltages two buses the connecting are not

equal to zero. the measurements of type 5 and 6 the only

non zero elements are the el~ments to do with the

voltage of the bus itself and with voltages the buses to

which that bus is directly a It is very

important to exploit this sparsity in the calculations in order
to save computing time.

The last element of the measurement:; equat.ion, the error e,
can be modelled as:

~= {a(full scale va ) + B(

where ~ is a random variable N(O, ).
J '

the fixed errors of transducers, AID
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(4-2)

\~"QLJ'H~ls, etc., while 8 to the reading dependent

errors. For inj measurements (types 3,4,5(6)

a S are of the order 0.01. F'oI:' voltage and current measure-

S usually set equal zero. B has to do with the watt

and var that are used power measurements.

for this random component the~can also be a constant bias

error. I a suspected, this bias

may so estimated. We can choose the weighting factor

the j-th measurement (diagonal tv as:
_ _1

~j;: {a(full sea value) + B{reading)}

4.3. Estimation methods based on

as our

• till we converge

iterative

,

just a straight forward application of

obtain a first order

rst methodThe

formula 3-5. We start in some point xk,O
approximation the , 1 • Us

new reference point we do a new as

to some point: our as

method

In each iteration westeep€!s t desc!E.~n.t

tell! of l./.,utoJ..

gradient in the last obtained

go in the negative the gradient to obtain

(:J! )_1
gain ~(~fi)WG(!k/i)'

W = s in is equal to the first order

of covariance the estimation error (!k,i -

implementation 4-3 we make use of the facts that

symmetric, positive definite matrix. We solve

equations:

When we

In

the

our new es

This is just a

calculate
point

wit,h

}WG(
(4-4)

by means a matrix squar~ root method. The sparsity can

exploited in updating of awG and JW.
There are several simplifications possible to reduce the
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keepiteration

interpreted as different

~~.pt!:l;:;t descent

can all

in s

n factor at~

effort.

eh ces

- Do not

it constant after one or a iterations. For x

This

root method

version of

a very large

means that we use the same triangu-

the of the iterations.

computing time (see chap-

ter 5).

the i

w.iterations •a

to zero.

is mostly dependent

1 to zero~

real

cons tant

are

diagonal e

p"t- e f diagonalu~

.... Hold the

The d 1 e

Make use fact

are line current meaSurements in

way we can

the problem

this isNote

on V /1/. In
::>1"< ....."',"'1 matrix

on 6 and reactive

write awG as a block

into two problems of

not when

appendix) .

of iterations,se

all m measurements, the

result obtained by batch

as one iteration of type 4-3.

/9,10, ,24/. Also: h ,S,l3,

A-48 in

classified as batch pro

In 4-5 the formula's a.re given for

measurements. If W is a dia-

for this

processing of

, after process

exactly equal. to

some definitions:

formula

measurements.

y (compare equations A-45 till

All these simplifications 1

but each iteration takes less

Primary

17,21/.

The

cessing of
the sequential

1 matrix

twill

processing.

, j

function for the j-th measurement Yj

the j-th row of G(~O)'

tor for the j-th n~asurement (scalar).

, j weighting
cess

matrix for the a priori estimate when pro
j+l-st measurement Cn x n matrix}.

for sequential measurement processing.

these def we have the following set of formula's
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to obtain ~k, from
t i .

.J +
f 1. , j

(4-5 )

If W in 4-3 is a diagonal matr

<{ ~, 1 <i + ~ ~, 2 ~ + •••••• +
matrix inversion lemma on

can written as :

repeatedly applyiB9

way written matrix

~G is sible to derive 4-5 4-3. See also /5/. From
_1

this derivation it follows directly that ~ o:;.Q.. Then ~.. 0 is., ,
In this approximated by choosing this

matrix to a diagonal ~atrix large diagonal elements.

Note similarity of 4-5 with 3-11 and 3-17 with x = .,
_1 _1 _1 ,J

~O =: :ftk ~, ::::: w.. . and P <it. "'" W. 4+1' We can interpret dtk . as
- f~4:!,J :.C:. 2'J - ,J

estimate obtained after using information of j measure-
_1

W. is then the covariance of the estimation error2,j
after processing j + 1 measurements. This equal to,the co-

"i
var the a priori estimation error when processing

_1
j + measurement. ~,O infinite means that we don't know

anything about the a priori estimate before processing the first

measurement. This is exactly same as 4-3. We only use

the information the measurements obtained at ~.•

When we interpret ~k ' as the estimate after processing j
-. , J

measurements we can wouldn1t it be better to re-

11 with i = Xo = ~k ,):
- - - 1)

When we domeasurement.

linearize at our new estimate as soon as we have it available •
•In other words, ze

this we in the i + I-at iteration

., +
1 j;

1

I j
(4-6)
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K.

3, 115/. Also: /7,11,21,22/.

methods

~HVU~r the iterative method

sequential processing

will be extended in

of 9 and G with every mea-'

have to do with the j + l-st

important wi.th this

processing. ordering of

each following measurement

the estimate as possible.

are proposed~ These

weighting matrix ~
1 saving in the

_1
t::J..J..HiI.l.nates the updating of ~

to handle the complete

elements

ting.

of measurement

This gives a

the evaluation

~ This only

of K we st

s method simpli

th the choice

_1
.... .,l..<:;.'-lv.. lol ~~

mean that we place less and/or wrong

The f t one is the most

seems to be the

I

measurements should be such

as much new information

In computa

m Xm matrix.

-- Use a.constant

All

on Yk only. two
with processi

and reI ization a

the section.

se simplif

on the a

promi for

Primary references

This concludes

measurement need

is the

A

Also for

all to do

- D ize

4.4. on a priori knowledge

three this sec can be seen as an

in the previous section. The

all others. It makes use of the

tween line flows and line voltages (line

across a line) is much more

line flows and bus voltages. All

use of the fact that the state is

the ones

different

relation

voltage

relation

s section

by putting as an initial estimate for x k+1 :

Also in this ,the inverse of the weighting..
1 be called P ,will be called R. Only in spe-

s P, respectively R, matrix may be interpreted as

near

extens

last

fact

vol

changing

!k+l :=

matrix ~

cial cases
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matrix of a estimation error, respec-

measurement error.
method of 4-3. We start

Xk+1 and that one ite-

our new estimate:

i.s Just

estima

with =:: x w.. := _0. Also we-0 ·2
constant. Here constant means constant during a

sour

The first

can

a new estimate
...T _1

version ~R Ga new tr

of time.

30

I
I •

side equation 4-4

relJ.nea,rJ zation can

Iter

3-2 and/or on the

and the 1 zation point.

same measurement Bet

re~~H~Q.ize. Compare this

that

it. A deci

of

current

course it pes to iterate

more than once, especially
with the iterated

every 20

is recomputed at
be on

distance between

It is possible to

making use of either 4-5 or 4

a sequential version of 4-7

ng 4 gives:

1ck +l ,j+l :::: ,j + Fj+l{Yk+1,j g(xk+1,j)}

=: +l(!k) (Gj+{s'k) ~'+l(~k) + 1j+~_1
( 4-8)

=:
+1

(4-9)

wi th !k+I, 0 "" .!k ' Po "" kI .< k )
_1

In method we choose x of 3-10 as *k and ~ as

ix our a priori estimate. This gives:

of 4-9 is the same as 4-8 only with

\+1 to::::': \ • so this sequen 1 method the simplifications

described the previous section: diagonal P, constant P, and

constant diagonal P, are pcss A problem with this method
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_T _1 _I _1
or (G R G + P ) from 4-9, tends to become singu-

caused by putting to much weight on the a priori

The previous two methods can considered as special cases

of the third method. This method makes use of the following

"model n the state:

Xk+1 ::: (4-10)

Yk is a random vector with zero mean and covariance ~. This

model gives as-the expected value for ~k+l and \+ ~ as the

a priori expected value for Pk+1 •

With these values 3-11 becomes:

~k+l :::: s'k + 1'k+I{X.k+l - 9' (jtk) }

\.+1:P (\ + qJ <t(!k) (G (!k) (\: + qJ cl(!k ) + R)_1

\+1 == (\ + qJ - \+1 G(!k) (\ + qJ

(4-11)

!k+l,j+l

1'k+l,j+l ==

Q can be looked upon as a kind of memory measure. The larger Q,

the larger the covariance of the state noise, the less important

the value of ~k is in the evaluation of !k+lo The two extreme

cases Q ::: Q and Q ::: ~ correspond to 4-7 and 4-9 respectively.

compare this with what is said after equation 4-5.

Usually Q will be chosen to be a diagonal matrix. It remains

a problem to determine good values for the elements of Q. They

must have something to do with the maximum rate of change of

the state. An other way to look at Q is as artificially intro

duced noise in the previous method to prevent P from getting

singular. Then Q should be "determined experimentally.

The sequential version of this method with relinearization

after each measurement is given below:

::: StJl:+l,j + \+l,j+l{~+l,j+l - g(~k+l,j)}

Pk+l , j ~+l!k+l, j) (Gj+1(!k+l, j) \+1, j ~+l!!t+1, j) ;

+ ~+~
(4-l2)
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A here the constant P, diagonal P, and constant diagonal P

variations are sible. The version with diagonal P is one of

the methods in actual use /15,16/.

References for the first method 4-7 are: /9,lO,11,12/and/J4/.

Primary references for the second method are/13,14/and the

already mentioned/15/and/16/. Also:/7,ll,21,22,23,25/.

The last method of this section is also a'method that is

in use nowj20/. As said before this method builds on the almost

linear relation between line voltage and line flow. The com

plex line flow Sab == Pab + j~b (see fig. 2.1) is equal to:

Sab == Pab + j~b = Va \Kb

~
{U - qJK ' \ (x: complex conjugate)

== U a ',+ yX UXJ'
ZX aa a
ab

Ua appears quadratic in 4-13 while U
a

- t.b ,the line voltage, ap

pears linearly. Further we have to real that with a change

in the state of the power network procentual change of the

line voltage will be much larger than the procentual change in

the bus voltage. This method uses only line flow and at least

one voltage measurement for references purposes. From- the

line flow measurements(it is assumed that both real and reactive

line flow are available) new measurement variables are calcu

lated: the line voltages. These new measurements are used to

estimate the state variables. Since the new measurements are

dependent on the state variables the estimate has to be obtained
in an iterative way.

We start with our orig~nal loss function:

J = {~ -, g(~)}XTW{l - g(~)} (W diagonal) (4-14)

Note that the scalar loss function is defined for complex mea

surements. When we call our new measurements z and our new

measurement function g'(~) then we can write the loss function as:

J :: L~. - g' (.!) }TD{~ - g' (~)}X (4-15)

What is the new weighting matrix D ?

First of all the relation between the line voltages and the bus
voltages is linear:

g' (.!) =: Ax
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The relation between y and z (see 4-13) is in vector form:

~ ~ x
'i.. "'" H (! +!s.)

(4-17)
U.

with H. =: Z J H diagonal matrix, k.::::: Z b . Y • U.
J ab,j J a,J aa,) J

Uj is the bus voltage at the line terminal where we take our line

flow measurement. From 4-17 we can formulate the relationship

between 9 (2f) and g' (.e.) :

g(2f) =: HX(g'(~)X + kX) (4-18)

Substitution of 4-17 and 4-18 in 4-14 gives:

J ::::: {H(~ - gl (~)}TW{HX(~ _ gl (~»x}
(4-19)

== { g f (~»Tawax {,~. _ 9 I (~» X

Because W is a diagonal matrix D is also a diagonal matrix:,

U. 12

Dj :: Wj Z ~ . I (4-20)
a I J I

Now the assumption is made D is constant .. For U,we use the
J

nominal value. Here we make use of the relatively small changes

in bus voltages that occur under normal operation.

The relation between z and 'i.. is~

_1 X
Z :: H X - ~ or in component form:

(4-21)

Since it is impossible to determine the bus voltages when we only

know the differences between the bus voltages we need at least

one voltage measurement to establish the voltage level in our

system. This is obtained by splitting gf{~) ::::: Ax in:
Ax ::::: A E + BE (4-22)

9-9

~ our vector with known reference voltages (usually one).

E is the vector of unknown voltages we want to estimate. With

these formula's we can state our estimation problem as mini

mize J with respect to E

J = {z - A E - BE}TD{z - A E - BE}X (4-23)
- g-g - - g-g -

The solution is the linear least squares estimate of 3-15:
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(4-24)

\+1 from the one at \. we can now

iterative method:

dependent on the network structure and only

are e1ther 1 or o. .; DB can be saved

as as the topology of the network

that B is only

elements

triangularized

does not chan'le:

To obtain our estimate

formulate the following

Zk+l,i+l =

!k+l,i+l =

~+l,i+l '=

_1 x
\+1,i+1 :i.k+l - ~k+l,i+l

(J1DB)_lsrD{~k+l,i+l- Ag }

(~+l,i+l!~)
with !k+l,O = !k

_1
\+l,i+l is a diagonal matrix with elements:

1 ,Z b .
\" _,<l lJ

+l,i+l,j - \+l,i+l,j

~k+l,i+l is a vector with elements:

1t+l . +1 j:= Z b . Y . ~ "I • 1 .-k ,1, a,J aa,J-k+~,1+ I)

(4-25)

One can say that this the special properties

of power networks. It is also ible to look at this method

as a change of state variables as opposed to a change of measure

ment variables. The calculation of the old state variables (bus

voltages) from the new ones (line voltages plus one reference

voltage) includes the use of pseudo inverses. This probably

leads to same formula's. This method could also have been

treated in section 4.3. Since it is so different from the other

presented methods and since uses ~k as initital estimate for

~k+l just like the first method of this section it was preferred
to treat here.

References for this method: /18,19/and!20L.

4.5. Other methpds.

Of course it is possible to formulate still many more methods.

All the methods presented use a first order approximation of the
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loss function. One can think of a -Powell method usin9

two terms in the Taylor expans of J or of some random search

method based directly on the loss func Also one can try

to do real dynamic estimation. But 1 these other methods

run into difficulties when we try to implement them due to the

high dimensionality and/or the non linear nature of the problem.

The presented methods are a rep~esentative sample of the ideas

on state estimation in power networks as I found them in the

literature.
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5. THREE PROMISING METHODS FOR FURTHER COMPARISON.

5.1. Introduction.

The methods in er 4 can be d into three

sedmethodsconsist

in chapter 3. In

measurements is used while

The

directly on estimation methods

first

in the family measurements are proces sequentially.

The family use ieal of power

consists in t one member: the line flow me-

If we want to one of methods from chapter 4 for

in a real situation we need some comparative data.

At moment are only a few comparisons available /7,21/.

is more a of the feasibility of these methods

no /21/ compares a gene-

load flow 1 a least squares method (4-7) and a

method ( sequential version of 4-7, given in 4-8).

So it does not cover all our families.

we want to comparisons one of the things to be

taken cons is the computing time each algorithm

Based on a rough est of the needed computing time

a choice is of one representative from each family that

looks promising for comparison since it is impossible to

compare all methods. Section 5.2. presents the three methods

section 5.3. gives the estimated computing times. The ac

comparison and the results are going to be the subject of

following reports.

5.2. The three methods.

Method A: Batch processing constant

This iathe method given in 4-7 and implemented as in 4-4:

(..x. 1 -T-1
G(~l) G(~1»)8~k+l = ~(Xk)R

( 5-1)

~l: last linearization point.

In this method one things investigating is how to
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ision.

Method B: Sequential processing with relinearization after
measurement.

This is exactly the method presented in 4-12 with diagonal P:

,j =: ~k+l,j + \+l,j+l{~+l,j+l - g(1Ck + 1 ,j)}

l'k+l,j+l:::: 1<+l,j ~'+l{jtk+l,j) (Gj :+1{!k+l,j)'\+l,j ~+I(!k+l,j) +
_1

+ Rj+~

(5-2)

with !k+l,O =: ~k ' Pk+I,O = Pk + ~

Here one of the things choice of Q. It·· houid

be interesting to have a V,6 representation of the state vector

and different values for the corresponding elements Q.

Another one is the relationship between this P and real co-

variance of the estimation error.

Method C: The line flow method.

This is the last presented method in 4-25.

Note that here all variables are complex.
_1 x

!.k+l, i+1 == fk+l, I Lk+l - ~k+l,
1 Z- ab,j

\+l,i+l,j:: j{ 1 '
-k+1,i+ ,J

\+1, i+1, j ::::

£k+l,i+1 ;:;;;;

If
!k+l,i+l ""

, j Yaa , j \'+1, i +1 , j
_1 .

DB) r:fD{!.k+l,i+l- A E }g-g

(5-3)

The influence the choice of reference voltage and the influence

of the error in s voltage measurement on the estimate are a

few things to at. An other one is the inclusion

other measurements in method.
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5.3. Estimated computing times per iteration.

The estimated computing times are given in table 5.1. For

each multiplication or addition a time of 5 vsecs is taken.

Only line flow measurements are considered. This is done to make

a comparison with method C possible. This is not so far from

the general case since voltage and line current measurements

require less operations while bus powers require more. It is

assumed that as many variables as possible are updated at the

same time. In other words multiplications with zero are avoided.

n :::: 20 n :::: 50 n :::: 100 n = 200
m =: 30 m = 100 m :::: 200 m == 300

msec msec msec msec sec msec sec msec
method A 26 9 260 38 1.83 125 13.9 450

method B 9 23 45 90

method C 6 31 112 424

Table 5.1: Estimated computing times.

It is very interesting to see the amount time saved by using

a constant gain in method A. The right-hand times with method

A are the times using a constant gain. Method A and C can still

be improved if we exploit the sparsity in the triangu1arization

process. This is in fact what is done in method B. There we

treat each measurement separately and change only the elements

that need to be changed.
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APPENDIX: RELATIONSHIPS BETw~EN M~~SUREMENT AND STATE VARIABLES.

j
U ::::: e + j =:. V e
a a a

necessary formula's to g(~)

and polar coordinates. The 10-

are

bus vol

both

- the

and G(.!)
wing

1tb
Sab:= Pab + j~b

bus current 1a
p
a

- the complex 1 current

real 1 ~
J.

- the reac 1

1

power ~

S ;: p + ''&.power a a )
je

Y == Gab +jBab == IY Ie ab
ab ab je'

Yab == ~b + jbab := !Yab Ie ab

the inverse of the line series im

If there is no branch between

line

1

pedance of fig. 2.1:

The line

A and B then \b:=: ba::::: O. The line shunt admittance Yab corres
ponds to the shunt admittance Y of fig. 2.1. It is the shuntaa
admittance of the line from A B at terminal A. The measure-

ment types used are those 4.1.

Rectangular coordinates.

type 1: Voltage magnitude at A.

v :::: {e 2+ £2
a a a
av e
--!.. = a

aea le 2+ fZ
a a

aVa \:::

cfa le2+ £2
a a

(A-I)

(A-2)

(A-3)
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(A-9)

(A-7 )

(A-8)

(A-G)

(A-S)

(A-IO)

type 2: current magnitude at line 1 A.

~b := (lb - )Y
ab

+ U Y. ba a

I :::: cab + jab
0' := (e - G - (f - fl) B +ab a ab a ab

d "'" (f - :f)} Gab + (e - iJBab + +ab a a

II J :::::
la

d I I ! cab(Gab + ~J + dab(Bab + b ). aD
:: a1:l .

3e /c 2 + d Z
a ab ab

d Ilabl
=

3iJ
I !

-cab(Bab + barf '\b{Gab + 9'aJoI ~:lti +
::::

af Ic 2 + d:!
a ab ab

alI I
cab B~b - dab GC::bI ab'

=:

7.li}, Ic 2 + d 2
ab ab

type 3 and 4: Active and reactive line flow at line terminal A.

S ::: U r}( :.:: (e + jfJ (Cab - jdaJ (A-II)
ab a ab a

p =: e C b + f db (A-12)ab a a a a

Oab= f c - e db (A-13)
a ab a a

:= (2e - i:/Gab + 1b + 2e ~ (A-14)
a a b

~:ab -- -e G - f B (A-IS)
a~ a ab a ab

ap ba (2f - fJGab - + 2 (A-16)afa
:::::

a

::::: -f G + ~b 17)a ab



-3

- 2e b
a ab

(A-18)

:;:; -e
o

+

- 2f b
a ab

(A-19j

(A-20)

e G + fa ab a
(A-21)

5 and 6: Injected ac ve and power at bus A.

s =::
a

N
Is.

i=l al.
i;ia

22

I :::: C + jda a a
N

ca == l: cai

i;ia

23)

d =:
a

p =:
a

(A-24)

l#a
N

:: .L,qli
~=:.l...

i7'a

25)

-eG. a aJ. B.
al.

::: (G . + q .)
j aJ 'aJ
!#a

N
+ f L {B . +

a j=l aJ
y',sa

(A-26)
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==

+ e B .a al.

N
f L {G . + 9a,}
a j=l aJ J
j~a

N

I
j
j

(A-27)

~~ =: -f G +B.
a~ a ai a1.

N
= f I (G . +

a j aJ

j~a

N
j - ea I (Ba j + ba -1 - da

j~a

i=a
{A-28}

In

=: e . +
a 1.

N
I {

j
j~a

6 till

B
ai

N

J
' + 4 - f I (B . +

J a j=l aJ
j#a

A-29 i = 1, ••••• ,N.

b , ) + CaaJ
i=a

(A-29)

Polar coordinates.

type 1: Voltage magnitude at bus A.

=: 1 (A-30)

av
a - 0aT" -
a

(A-3l)

type 3 and 4: Active and reactive line flow at line terminal A.

(A-32)

o = -V uly ISin(-e +6 -Ii)
~b a ~ aD ab a ~

+ v; {IYaJ cos (-e 'at? +

+ !Y lcos(-e.)}
ab' at5

+v 2 {ly Isin(-a'.) +
a aD al::1

+ IYaJ sin {-ea t1 }

(A-33 )

(A-34)
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.- -\} YaJ cos, -Bab + - OJ + 2Va{ IYaJ cos (-e far! +

+ I'YaJ cos (-saJ }
(A-35)

(A-36)

dPab
aCa ::::: Va \!Yablsin(-eab +oa-OJ

aPab
d'b = -Va \! YaJ sin {-Sab +oa -OJ

:~b = -'}jYadSin(-eab +Oa -~ + 2Va{ l~dsin(-e'aJ +

+ IYaJ sin (-Sat/ }

(A-37)

(A-38)

(A-39)

(A-40)

(A-41)

(A-42)

type 2: Line current magnitude at line terminal A.

SX
I =...S£L
ab OX

a

(A-43)

(A-44 )

(A-4S)

(A-46 )



P b .~.~ab + 0 (}'kb
a ao 1:lb~

a a

-38-

(A-47 )

(A-48)

type 5 and 6: Injected active and reactive power at bus A.

s :=:
a

p :::
a

N.,..
l. s .

i=1 a1.

i~a

N
}' P .
'" a.l

(A-22)

(A-24)

i~a

N

~ = iIl~i (A-25)

::: y ,1005(-6 . +~ -0)
a 1.' a1. a f i~a

i=a
(A-49)

arar :; V ~ly .1 sin(-e . +0 -6]
i a .L a1. a1. a I:

N ap .
== r~
j=l~
j#a

a~ .. '
W- := -V Iy Isin(-e +'0 -0.)

i • ai· aia I

N dOa.
= .L

1
WL

J= a
j~a

i1'a

i=a

i~a

(A-50)

(A-51)



a~
~ :::; v V.!Y .1005(-8 .
av. a ~ a~ a~

. ~

:: y a~j
. 1 () 0J=. a
j;ta

In A-49 till A-52 i =

-39-

-0)
i

1, ...... ,N.

(A-52)
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